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Horizon�s unique rotary suction feeding system
operates effectively on a wide range of paper stocks.
The VAC-1000/VAC-600H towers can also be placed
in-line with Horizon bookletmaking systems.
The VAC-1000/VAC-600H takes advantage of Horizon�s unique feeding technology and continues the 
Horizon development concept of �high speed�, �high performance� and �high quality�.

powerful programming and user-friendly operation.

VAC-600H (12 bins) + ST-20 + PJ-77R

ST-20 VAC-600Ha

VAC-600Hc

PJ-77R
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Features

Camera All setups and operations for the 

touchscreen on the VAC-600H.

All displayed in the touchscreen

and the machine will stop.

User-friendly operation by color touchscreen and wireless remote control

Reliable sensing capability

New powerful blower for reliable feeding

Wide choice of receiving trays

Connectable to VAC-100/VAC-60H

Connectable to bookletmaking system

friendly operation. The graphical screen guides 
the user through all set-up procedures with 

on a wireless remote control, which is included 
as standard. The remote provides for collating 

and lets you monitor the feeding or delivering 
condition.

High-power double feed detect sensor

save the time and cost of replacing individual lamps.

-

range of paper qualities 
and sizes.

Image checking system  IC2-V600

checking camera. This checking system stores and 
checks the printed image of each page on each feed 
cycle to insure page order and integrity. The camera 

VAC-60H towers.  

signatures, or the stacker receiving tray for large 

Option (Only for VAC-600H)

VAC-100

VAC-1000

VAC-60H

VAC-600H
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Further Details of VAC-1000/VAC-600H

Reliable suction rotor feeding

High speed and continuous collating

Horizon�s unique suction rotor feeding sys-
tem can feed a wide variety of paper stocks. 

The feed wheel employs a special, highly 

The VAC-1000 can collate using 

time. This provides the operator 
with ample time to prepare stock 
for reloading.

ST-60
VAC-600Ha

Tower C  : Rear module with the touchscreen display. 

                 (Necessary for right side delivery)

Suction feed section on a bin

range of sheets.

then picks-up the top sheet and 
rotates to advance the sheet.

What is suction rotor feeding?

Air-suction Feeding

Air is blown 
into the stack 
to float the 
sheets.

1 Picks-up the top sheet.2

Rotates to 
advance the sheet.
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Model
VAC-1000
VAC-600H

Continuous Running Time
6.6 min
15.6 min

9,900 sets per hour*1

9,900 sets per hour*2

55 mm / 2.16�
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VAC-600Hc
VAC-600HmVAC-600Hm

VAC-600Hm
VAC-600Hm

VAC-600H (36 bins) + ST-60 + PJ-77R

PJ-77R

Memorize frequent job settings

Left and right side delivery *4

The VAC-1000/VAC-600H is equipped with advanced 

used, and sensor sensitivity settings are stored in the 

system at the left side, while at the same time collating 
straight sets into the receiving tray on the right side of 
the system. The right side delivery is useful for collat-

turned over during transport.
Double Cycle

-
tor section empties, the system  
immediately switches over to the 
second section and continues 

-

ample time to prepare stock for reloading.

Dual Cover Feed

automatically switches over to 

Preset Tabbing
-

serted to every pre-set collation. 
Especially useful for inserting 

covers.

*4 The tower c is necessary for right side delivery.

1-Left      3-Right*4

2-Left      2-Right*4

a m m c

a m m c

Tab Sheet

Collated
Sheets
Tab Sheet

Cover
Sheet

Divided into two sections.


